SCHEDULE OF PUBLIC CELEBRATIONS OF WEEKLY DAYS AND LENTEN DEVOTIONS

IS TEMPORARILY CANCELLED

All Pastoral & Community events are canceled temporarily until further notice.

We shall not be praying the Stations of the Cross in a group setting in the Church during this time. I would encourage you to pray this devotion at home.

All the animators visit Via Crucis personal, but not in groups numbers.

INFORMATIONAL RESOURCES:
https://www.catholicnewservice.com/ewdo we have mass coronavirus closures and dispensations in us dioceses 6860
http://stfrancisdiocese.org/health-alerts

The Parish Office: The Parish office is closed for public business temporarily until further notice. However, the office will operate a limited time frame at home to attend to some essential business. If you need some information and address issues related to the Parish office please call and leave a message at 415-334-4646.

You may also contact us via e-mail at sanilopezmendez@yahoo.com OR sanilopezmendez@gmail.com

The Parish secretary will check the e-mails and other messages and respond to your needs as best as we can keep social distance in every way possible.

CHURCH OPEN ON SUNDAYS for INDIVIDUAL, PERSONAL, PRIVATE & SILENT PRAYER BEFORE THE BLESSED SACRAMENT from 8am to 1pm until further notice.

With this communication to our Parish community, of St John the Evangelist, that all Public Schedules Masses are cancelled, we are aware and can imagine our feelings of disappointment, disappointment and sadness. We hope that this situation will pass, but in the meantime, we hope that we can still reach you.